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Abstract: Thermal sensors (TS) are essential for
achieving optimized performance and reliability
in the era of nanoscale microprocessor and
system on chip (SoC). Compiling with the lowpower and small die area of the mobile
computing, the presented TS supports a wide
range of sampling frequencies with an optimized
power envelope. The TS supports up to 45 K
samples/s, low average power consumption, as
low as 20 μW, and small core Si area of 0.013
mm2. Advanced circuit techniques are used in
order to overcome process variability, ensuring
inaccuracy lower than ±2 °C without any
calibration. All this makes the presented thermal
sensor a cost-effective, low-power solution for
22
nm
nanoscale
digital
process
technology.Keywords: thermal sensor; sigmadelta Analog to Digital Converter (ADC); lowpower; untrimmed temperature sensor; nanoscale
digital process
Introduction
Integrated thermal sensor (TS) circuits have
become key elements in high performance
ystems, especially in processors and system
on chip (SoC). Such applications require a
relatively
high precision thermal sensor
(typically ±3 °C in a wide temperature range), in
order to achieve high reliability and performance
[1,2]. The conventional method of thermal
sensing is based on diode connected Bipolar
Junction Transistor (BJT) voltage temperature
dependence [2–7]. A base-emitter voltage
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equation of BJT transistor is :

where n is the ideality factor of the diode, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute
q is the electron charge, I0 is the
temperature,
diode’s saturation current and I is the current
through the diode. This voltage is inversely
proportional to the temperature, because of the
strong temperature dependence of the saturation
current I0. Several motivations drove and guided
the design of the temperature sensor presented
in this paper:(a) to provide the best possible
accuracy, as accurate temperature sensing
extends performance of SoCs; (b) to utilize
advanced circuit techniques to overcome
process variance effects and, thus, to get a
robust and accurate TS.

Figure 1. Operation principle of thermal sensor

(CD—current
density;
coefficient of ΔVBE).

a—temperature
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1. 22 nm Sigma-Delta Based Thermal Sensor

Better linearity is achieved using the Analog
to Digital Converter (ADC) based thermal
sensor [3,4]. The thermal sensor presented here
was fabricated in the 22 nm process. The
architecture includes an advanced sense stage
combined with circuits that deal with process
variations (chopping and dynamic element
matching). A synthesized block implements the
sigma-delta decimation filters and provides a
digital readout of the relative operating

2. The Sense Stage

Architecture

temperature as well as temperature alerts. This
sigma-delta ADC based TS can be operated in
two modes: Reference-based (Vref) and
Ratiometric-based. A thermal diode was also
included within the TS for junction temperature
sensing by a ±1 °C sensor, as part of the
calibration process. The TS has two main power
modes: high sampling rate and power saving.

diodes and current mirrors with controlled
current ratios (of 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8).

The sense stage diagram, presented in
Figure 3, converts the junction temperature to
a Proportional to Absolute Temperature
(PTAT) voltage. It includes a matched pair of
@IJRTER-2017, All Rights Reserved
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Chopping is also used by the sense circuit in
order to overcome diode mismatches.From the
circuit perspective, the sense stage is
implemented with digital transistors on a
relatively low power rail (1.25 V). The low
threshold voltage of the digital transistors
improves the circuits’ headroom and improves
the matching and Rout of the current mirrors
and aids in achieving a good PSRR and an
accurate TS in a small die area.
3. The Sigma-Delta Modulator
The sigma-delta modulator is a second order,
one bit, switched-capacitor based design.
Switched-capacitor circuits are frequently
used for sigma-delta designs because they
are
fully compatible with digital CMOS
processes. For low bandwidth applications, the

@IJRTER-2017, All Rights Reserved

over-sampling ratio (OSR) may be high enough
so as not to limit the resolution of the ADC. A
second order modulator is a preferred choice
because it greatly reduces the stability problems
of higher order modulators and decreases idle
tone generation. The principles of the sigmadelta operation in the Vref-based and
Ratiometric modes are presented in Figure 4.
Charge balance is a fundamental property of
any sigma-delta converter. This principle can
be used to calculate the average signal transfer
function of the modulator.
Figure 4. Sigma-delta Analog to Digital
Converter (ADC) operation principle—(A) Vref
mode; and (B) ratiometric mode.
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Charge-balance mathematics are applied for
demonstration to the reference-based sigma-delta,
showing how the voltage ratio (ΔVBE/VREF) is
converted into an average duty ratio (or “1” density
ratio) by the converter. The architecture of the sigma-

delta converter is presented in Figure 5. The
architecture is based on the converter presented by
Pertijs and al [7]. Each amplifier constitutes an
integrator, thus this circuit is a second order design .

.

Figure 5. Second order sigma-delta converter.

The second stage is a switch capacitor integrator.
Feed-forward path stabilization causes low swing at
the opamps’outputs so less distortion is expected. No
DC component above CM voltage exists at the first
integrator output.However, the feed-forward method
makes the transfer function depend on capacitors’
mismatch.

4. Results
The suggested SD-ADC based thermal sensor
was implemented in a 22 nm process and
was verified in two generations of test chips
on typical and skew material. The evaluation
boards included an adapter for a thermal head,
which forces a specific temperature and an
external component for checking the internal
thermal diode for measuring the junctional
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temperature. Extracting the temperature
inaccuracy of each chip was done in
Ratiometric mode at a temperature range
of 0–110 °C.
Figure 7A depicts the temperature reading
errors of typical dies after one temperature
calibration at 100 °C in Ratiometric mode
with supply voltage of 1.25 V. The error for a
wide range of temperature is smaller than ±1
°C. The results of the same chips only
untrimmed (non-calibrated) demonstrates an
inaccuracy of smaller than ±1 °C (Figure 7B).
Note that these results include the error
induced by the measuring procedure done by
the thermal diode.
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Figure 7. Temperature error versus junction temperature of different typical
(A) calibrated in one temperature and; (B) untrimmed.

The TS power consumption from the analog supply
voltage (1.25 V) appears in Table 1. In the power
saving mode in which the sampling rate is low (10–

chips:

100 Sps), the power consumption is significantly
reduced from ~1 mW in high sampling rate mode
down to 18 μW.

Table 1. Thermal Sensor power consumption for different sampling rates. “Typical” are the
average numbers for typical die where “fast” results represent the absolute highest consumption
measured for “fast” skew SI.
Power mode
Power saving mode
(10 Sps)
Power saving mode
(10 Sps)
Power saving mode
(100 Sps)
Power saving mode
(100 Sps)
High sampling rate
High sampling rate

Corner/Skew

Temp
(C°)

Analog
supply (V)

Analog current
consumption (μA)

Analog power
consumption (μW)

Typical

60

1.25

14

18

Fast

110

1.31

15

20

Typical

60

1.25

52

65

Fast

110

1.31

60

79

Typical
Fast

60
110

1.25
1.31

780
920

975
1205

Finally, the untrimmed inaccuracy, without
using any calibration, is quite low (Figure 8)
paving the way for using this TS without
calibration for most SoC products. The
error for 29 devices
is ±2 °C in
Ratiometric mode (Figure 9A). The average
temperature error is <0.5 °C and the resolution
is ±0.25 °C without any averaging of reading
samples. The one sigma error is less than 1 °C
(Figure 9B) and the three sigma error is less
than ± 3 °C. Such inaccuracy is close to the

@IJRTER-2017, All Rights Reserved

results achieved by a practical calibration
process such as using thermal diode. It means
that calibration is unnecessary.
Figure 8. Untrimmed inaccuracy of thermal
sensors in Ratiometric mode. (A) Temperature
error versus junction temperature without
calibration for 29 devices; (B) Statistics of
errors presented in A. The yellow rectangle
indicates the average error in a specific
temperature and the error bar indicates the
553
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standard deviation (1σ) of the error.

Reducing the calibration process will
significantly reduce the tester cost for SoC
products. Over all, the silicon results show a
unique ability to trade between high sampling
rates and low power consumption up to 18 μW
while retaining high accuracy without
calibration in a small die area.
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